Data Operations and Analytics

Data Integration
Advanced Analytics
Data Visualization
Amplify capabilities. Accelerate decisions.
CACI understands how data empowers your mission. From data quality
assessment and curation to integration and data governance, we make
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data accessible to help customers make timely, informed, cost-effective
decisions. Our experts deliver advanced data engineering and data
visualization solutions in support of a variety of missions – from business
and enterprise information technology (IT) to intelligence analysis and
defensive cybersecurity. In each area, we deliver an integrated common
operating picture based on advanced analytics that provide critical insights
to amplify your mission capabilities and accelerate decisions. We put
information and innovation to work for your mission.
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Features
■

Data management, data curation,
and data governance solutions

■

Industry-leading scalable Agile
and DevSecOps processes
tailored to analytics

■

Creation of reliable, robust data
pipelines for advanced analytics

■

Advanced data visualization
and analytic solutions tailored
to customer missions

■

Data architecture supporting
cloud, on premise, and
edge solutions

■

Expertise in open source and
leading commercial off the
shelf (COTS) analytic and
visualization tools

Benefits
■

State-of-the-art visualization
solutions for real-time
decision making

■

Near real-time access to
common operating pictures

■

Accelerated delivery of new
capabilities based on evolving
mission needs

■

Improved data quality and
productivity with advanced
automation

■

Scalable solutions for business
and intelligence systems
and enterprise IT

Information and Innovation at Work
■

Delivering mission-specific solutions for:
– Business Systems and applications
– Intelligence
– Enterprise IT

■

Data visualization solutions ingest 350 million records
per day from more than 400 data sources to deliver
a common operating picture for our IC customers

■

Architected a 750 terabyte (TB) big data solution that
informed Affordable Care Act policy decisions

■

Advanced analytics solutions that support over $500 billion
in invoices annually

■

Data migration solutions providing visibility to data-related
issues and gaps 60 percent faster

Data driven. Mission focused.
Our team of data integration professionals leverage a range of tools and
technologies that quickly digitize, ingest, analyze, and visualize our customers’ data. We deliver analysis and insight for business systems and enterprise IT – covering networks, cyber, and applications – providing advanced
analytics and visualization that translates your data into decisions. Our data
governance solutions let customers unlock the value of their data while
ensuring continuous compliance and security. Our expertise and solutions
accelerate data migration processes and interfaces to significantly reduce
the time needed to stage, migrate, and validate data from months to weeks
or days. With compelling data visualization solutions to fit customer missions, we enable users to explore, visualize, and quickly generate insights
from their data. Our expertise in large-scale data-intensive architecture and
engineering delivers dynamic analytic solutions in the cloud, on premise, or
out on the tactical edge of operations – supported by industry-leading scalable Agile and DevSecOps analytic development processes.
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CACI’s approximately 23,000 talented employees are vigilant
in providing the unique expertise and distinctive technology
that address our customers’ greatest enterprise and mission
challenges. Our culture of good character, innovation, and
excellence drives our success and earns us recognition as
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a Fortune World’s Most Admired Company. As a member
of the Fortune 1000 Largest Companies, the Russell 1000
Index, and the S&P MidCap 400 Index, we consistently
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deliver strong shareholder value. Visit us at www.caci.com.
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